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On this page: Your loving newspaper staff 
have a venting session just before deadline. 

Really Small Print: Ahhhhh newspaper is like a big ball of  joy. NOT. Unless you consider being told I hate you or do this less crappy everyday. Also being surrounded by the candy sniffers, your “newspaper” mother (Angie 
cough cough), the person who thinks he is always right, and the miss smarty-pants who isn’t as funny as she thinks she is. On top of  that your not only surrounded by them in the J-lab, but you often take car rides together 
(because some of  us cant drive!) to small weird Mexican restaurants which ate Jessika and we have yet to see for days now. Then the discussion that takes place makes you feel awkward and violated. And you may also start 
turning into you advisor. Besides all of  those things and the mystery smell of  the J-lab please join newspaper. Although, now that I think about it if  you can handle all of  that your entitled to be called INSANE!

This issue’s theme deals with health and wellness, as well as the general fear 
of  the H1N1 descending upon Elkhart. Ironically, Jessika Bollero, our Editor 
in Chief, is out sick right now. Thus, the intro to our paper is left in the well 
sanitized hands of  amateur J-lab intro writers…bear with us.

Featured within the text of  this edition of  “The Minute”, we have covered 
a broad range of  topics, but two seem to highlight the “just” of  this work of  
journalistic artistry (our opinion), year-long schooling and Swine Flu. In fact, 
this paper seems to be more of  a grouping of  horror stories rather than a 
series of  news columns. Not only is year-long school as scary as Swine Flu, we 
also have addressed dum dum dah dum…teacher certification (gasp).  -Braxton 
Troyer, Staff  writer

While the student aspects of  the issue are great a few highlights include 
Angie Troyer’s article on page 4 giving her opinion on year-long school, against 
Sarah Mouser on page 5. Ashlee Brinkman gives to cure for uninformed vaccine 
participants or those just worried about the H1N1.

The overall school “health” of  CHS is brought out in the articles on reducing 
our carbon footprint by going green by Dara Marquez  on page 3 and of  course 
the encompassment of  reaccredidation, and the increment of  certification 
standards for teachers. -Angie Troyer, Copy/Photo editor

Me again…Swine Flu, year-round school, final’s deadlines, what is there to 
look forward to? The beginning of  a new trimester? Maybe the Christmas 
dance (although dates are usually required). Though there seems to be little 
light in the coming wintry months, there will always be one single ray of  
hope…the next issue of  “The Minute” will be coming out next month. Rest 
assured that this is a sanitized and Lysol paper. –Braxton Troyer

Pictured left to right. Top: Tyler Knudson, Angie Troyer, Braxton 
Troyer. Bottom: Dara Marquez and Ashlee Brinckman. Not pictured 
Jessika Bollaro, Jose Alvarez, and Sarah Mouser.



The hype for 
recycling and 
carpooling is only 
the beginning for the 
Student Council’s 
recycling committee. 
The GO GREEN 
project is a project that 
should last two years. 
CHS has responded 
well enough that they 
have decided to keep it 
for a lifetime.

“We [student 
council] were 
overwhelmed with the 
response… because 

people are using them [the recycling bins] like they are supposed to,” Heather Bohn 
(student council advisor) said.

Student council’s GO GREEN project calls as a service project to meet in an effort to 
retain CHS’s 17-year Honor Council status.

“We had to start a two year project for Honor Council,” Lowell Ritter (12) said, “but 
because it is going so well, we are planning to continue the service project.”

The bins are emptied out everyday by the committee and all the recycled items are 
given to BFI, a waste and recycling collector company. BFI agreed to a three month trial 
with the option of  extending the set dateline if  the project came to be a success. It has 
taken time and effort for the committee to step-up and set their goals.

“Each person in the committee has their own recycling bin to collect. Some of  them 
[bins] are on wheels so it is easier to carry around when it comes to collecting, but when 
they are not, we put them in a clear bag and put it in a bin for it to be collected,” Ritter said. 
“Sometimes we only change the bins every other day, but not from the cafeteria.”

CHS has placed recycling bins throughout the school, with the cafeteria being an area 
of  concentration considering the amount of  trash that goes through.

“By seeing how many cans are going around, I feel we are contributing as a whole,” 
Ritter said.

Ritter is the chairman for this committee and was impressed by the response that 
the students have had after the cafeteria staff  had requested the change in how students 
dispose their garbage to the administrators. Change has been seen through the reduction 
of  the number of  trash bags sent to BFI. 

“I wouldn’t have expected for the recycling to go... well,” Ritter said. “We mostly notice 
it when we don’t see trash in a recycling bin.”

The committee hopes to continue having the same response from the student body as 
they are provided with more opportunities to recycle.

“We have the cell phone recycling, which we get paid for,” Ritter said, “but the money 
we earn from that is used to buy more bins for school.”

America, the home of  the free- but some students are 
starting to question this. With all of  the accusations that 
people are throwing out about the government trying 
to control the economy, perhaps the most compelling 
evidence is close to home- the diet of  CHS students is 
now under government control after mandating what 
Pepsi Co. can sell to students via the vending machines. 

Some students may notice that Dr. Pepper and 
Mountain Dew can only be found in the school’s vending 
machines with the word ‘diet’ in front of  it. Diet drinks 
are not the only thing different about the vending 
machine this year. In fact, a lot of  sugary drinks have 
been removed, and Gatorade is now sold for the same 
price in a smaller bottle. All of  this is in an attempt to 
make vending machines healthier. While it would be likely 
for the school to make sure that students are following a 
healthy diet within the building, the school had nothing to 
do with this change at all.

“I disagree with how you still have to pay a dollar for 
a smaller bottle. I see where the government is coming 
from, but overpricing stuff  is wrong,” Gabby Graber (12) 
said.

Pepsi Co., surprisingly, didn’t have a say in this matter 
either. The government stepped in and told them that 
they could only supply the school with certain beverages 
following guidelines that the government established to 
make sure that beverages were under a certain calorie 
limit within the school.

“This is ridiculous. The majority 
of  the population may be obese, but 
not everyone needs to be on a diet,” 
Skyler Herendeen (12) said. 

Indeed, though, the majority 
of  students around the U.S. are 
overweight, and this makes the 
government’s actions rational. 
According to Beverage Digest, 6,080 
ounces of  soda are consumed within 
the U.S. alone each year. This plan is 
the government’s way of  trying to 
reduce the amount of  obesity within 
schools. Obesity is directly connected 
with a plethora of  life threatening 
conditions, including heart disease.  
The government just wants to make 
sure that students are healthy.

The vending machines have been one of  the largest 
contributors to school funding, and it will affect the school 
if  spending goes down due to this change. Students 
like Herendeen think that it is an ironic contradiction 
that CHS would put in an ice cream machine after 
these changes were made, and that it is strange that the 
government didn’t think about putting a regulation on 
this. 

While the government obviously means well, even if  
the current vending machine products do sell well, will it 

really keep students healthy? Free choice is a big part of  a 
diet, and there are plenty of  other places where a student 
can get unhealthy drinks outside of  school. 

Also, artificial sugars found in diet drinks can actually 
increase calorie intake.

“NutraSweet is in all diet drinks and is a fake sugar. 
Your body looks at it and says, ‘where are the calories?’ So 
your body thinks you are trying to starve it, so anything 
you eat within the next 30-90 minutes it takes the 
carbohydrate calories from and stores 
them,” Jim Routhier (science teacher) 
said.
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Uncle Sam wants you! ...to be healthy

Minutemen improve on go green

A student gets a snack for his next class period during lunch. The vending machines have been one 
of  the highest contributors to school funds for years, raising more money than most fundraisers.
Photo by Tyler Knudson.

Government regulates the calories and 
sales of snacks and drinks students can 
buy during the school day

Got green? The student council began a two year recycling 
project for Honor Council and the response from the student 
body has been expected.

The recycling committee designed their own recycling promoting image to wear 
on their t-shirts.



  Feature

It is 11:13 a.m. on a 
Monday morning and 
students are sitting in 
a classroom watching 
their teacher educate 
their class. Although 
it seems normal for a 
student to be in school, 

this is different as it is in the middle of  July 
when most children are usually playing 
in the summer’s heat. Although it is called 
year-round schooling, it is, in fact, not “year- 
round”. Year-round schools go the same 
number of  days as a regular school does.

One advantage to this change is the fact 
that students do not lose the material that 
they have learned the past year during the 
summer and then have to come back and take 
the ISTEP as it used to be in Indiana because 
they are learning continuously.

Another advantage to this change is 
that students attend from six to nine weeks 
in a row broken up by a two to four week 
vacation. One disadvantage that one would 
state would be the fact that a teacher might 
assign a project during this vacation or the 
fact that if  the teacher begins a hard topic 
right before a break the students might 
forget how to do it. With the regular school 
schedule, students have two weeks off  for 
Christmas and New Years and also have 
the possibility to lose what they know. The 
time off  does not matter at all due to the fact 

that regular schools have two weeks off, and 
during that time homework is not usually 
assigned, so students do not have to worry 
about forgetting to do it. A third advantage 
to this program is the fact that families can 
take many small trips rather than two major 
trips at Christmas break and Spring Break. 
Another advantage to this increases teacher 
productivity because teachers are able to 
review, revive and rejuvenate. Hopefully, 
students would get involved with activities 
hosted by the school or outside of  school 
which would help with the boredom factor 
that happens during summer break. 

For those who do not know, year-round 
schools operate on a “track” system which for 
schools using a “single track” system means 
that the students and staff  are in school or 
vacation at the same time while “multi-track” 
means that they are off  at different times. 
For example, a four-track system means that 
three of  the four tracks are attending school 
while the last is on vacation. 

While it originally seems as if  year-round 
school would be a bad idea, the name of  it 
does not exactly do it justice as it is still 180 
days. Year-round school seems like the most 
obvious choice for a school to go on to get 
the best results that they want out of  both 
the students and the staff.

Wake up, 
leave, spend 
eight hours in 
one place doing 
a specific job, 
return home, 
and continue 

the activity which you were performing 
before just in a different location, sleep. 
Repeat. Sounds like a full time job where 
you have to bring work home every night 
to stay caught up. Wrong. That is school. 
Wake up around 6 a.m. Leave to go to 
the high school, hurry classes start at 
7:55 a.m. Eight hours later you can leave 
now, it is 3:55 p.m. Go home and do some 
homework, try and get some sleep and 
then start over. 

This is the typical day of  many high 
school students throughout the nation 
and world. The issue at hand, do we really 
want to do this year round? 

I think not.
Going to school for the amount of  time 

we do is enough. Whether it is called a 
balanced calendar or year-round school 
it is just a bad idea. Students need a time 
to spend with their families and take 
vacations, to expand horizons, to socialize 
in a non-institutionalized environment, to 
hold jobs and to rest. 

Summer serves more purposes then 
just a break in the mundane tendencies 
that develop as a result of  repetition. 
For some students summer is the only 
time possible for them to hold a steady 
job, being unable to balance school work 
and responsibilities and the demands and 
responsibilities of  a job. This eliminates 
the income of  these students and for some 
that is the difference in college or not, in 
a car or not, and in the brand of  clothes, 
electronics and other luxury items. 

The argument for this woeful idea, 
students forget too much over a summer 
break and too much time is spent re-
teaching concepts from the year before. 
My response, if  something has worked 
for over 200 years why mess with it now? 
There has always been a call for a long 
break to act as a relief. Whether it be in 
the summer for those students who need 
to help with farming or in the fall for 
those students who need to help harvest 
historically schooling has never been year 
round. 

Summer break is a good thing and call 
me old fashioned but I was always taught- 
“if  something isn’t broken then don’t fix 
it.”

Opinion: Year-round 
school casts clouds 
on summer plans

Opinion: Year-round 
school, the  sunny answer 
to education troubles

Angie Troyer
Copy editor

Sarah Mauser
Staff writer
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As Goshen considers 
a balanced calendar, 
students raise concerns



The student gazes out the sun tinted window 
longingly, he heaves a sigh as the teacher drones on about 
mathematic probability. The student rolls his eyes, already 
forgetting the words being said as across a green field 
out the window, he sees a friend from a different school 
district laughing and talking to a few girls.

Instead of  listening to the 
lesson plan, he ponders why he 
is sitting in school in the middle 
of  June.

American schools have been 
using a 10-month long system 
to weigh the length of  a normal 
school year since the United 
States had been a agricultural 
state. Now though, there is 
pressure beginning to build 
about the issue of  year long 
school and the consequences 
or benefits that will no doubt 
trickle down from moving the 
American educational system to 
this process.

“It’s a bad idea,” Kent Wang 
(12) said, “summer seems to be getting shorter by a few 
days every year, but now they want to move it to year 
long? I don’t see how we as students would gain from 
this.” 

Wang’s opinion is a viable one, when “year-long school” 
is uttered many people quickly gravitate to thinking of  
365 days of  math, English, history and any one of  many 
foreign language classes.

But how much do we really know?
The majority of  proposed school calendar changes are 

based upon a system called the weighted calendar. In this 
structure, schools retain the same 180 year but it is diced 
and sliced into sections. These would entail 45 day periods 
where students would be required to attend school, and 

then for three-weeks 
after each term, they are 
allotted vacation time.

 “I would prefer 
it this way,” Andrew 
Witkowski (12) said, 
“personally, I know that 
I get bored during the 
regular school vacation 
during the summer. This 
way, I think, will make 
the smaller breaks more 
enjoyable because it is 
not such a long period of  
time doing nothing.”

Other schools like 
The Crossing alternative 
educational center has 

already switched to this plan and taken it further by 
changing the amount of  days given for holiday vacations. 
Spring break is two weeks being spent in a place like the 
Florida Keys instead of  one, as Christmas is transformed 
into a month long holiday.

Not all year-long plans are this lenient though.
In March, President Barack Obama announced that he 

would like to either increase the length of  school days or 
carry the amount of  days 
over into summer so that 
American students would 
gain more knowledge.

“The calendar may 
have once made sense, 
but today, it puts us at a 
competitive disadvantage.” 
The President said, “Our 
children spend over a 
month less in school than 
children in South Korea. 
That is no way to prepare 
them for a 21st-century 
economy.” 

Even still, a weighted 
school calendar could be 
the future for Concord, 
and then again, maybe 
not. At least one thing 
will always remain true, 
homework isn’t optional.                            

        

Is the answer a 
balanced calendar?

  Feature
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“School is getting longer, 
they’re making summer 
shorter…and Koreans are 
naturally smart anyway. Year 
long school is a bad idea.” 
~Kent Wang (12)

“I definitely would not like to 
have any more school than 
we already do.”            
~Andrew Witkowski (12)

“Maybe the weighted 
calendar idea would work 
but I do not agree with 
school spilling over into my 
summer.” 
  ~Christina Holmes (12)

Students Respond 
to the President’s 
comments on 
year-long school

Braxton Troyer
Staff writer

“The calendar may have 
once made sense, but today, 
it puts us at a competitive 
disadvantage.” The President 
said, “Our children spend 
over a month less in school 
than children in South Korea. 
That is no way to prepare them 
for a 21st-century economy.”     
President Barack Obama 
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The standards to teach have changed for all present 
and future Indiana educators. Does this mean CHS could 
lose its teachers?

The Proposed Rules for Educator Preparation and 
Accountability (REPA) was introduced during the month 
of  November in Indiana for all educators to be aware of. 
The purpose for the new set of  rules is to essentially 
equip all future educators with skills on how to teach. 
The rules now pose a question as to whether knowing the 
subject one teaches is enough to be called an educator.

“For the college level, it means a change in the 
curriculum,” Kathy Greene (English teacher) said. 
“Pedagogy was not as important... and now it focuses 
more on how to teach opposed as to what to teach.”

At the time in which Greene attended college to 
pursue a career in education, 90 percent of  how she 
learned to teach was through the student teaching she 
was able to do.

“When I look back, so much was theory based and 
very little was... practical,” Greene said.

After REPA was introduced to teachers and universities 
in Indiana, the rules became unclear.

“The first misconception was that there would be more 
barriers,” Greene said. “One would have to jump through 
more hoops.”

The misconceptions were considered when it was 

thought that teachers may lose their jobs and that renewing 
their licenses would be the hardest task to complete, 
but they were clarified by Dr. Tony Bennett, Indiana 
superintendent of  public instruction.

“One of  the challenges for me was to take more education 

classes,” Andy Brubaker (biology student teacher) said. “It 
was learning the philosophy of  teaching.”

While the new program reflects the improvements that 
Indiana wants for the schools, it also demonstrates the 
change between the views of  a knowledge-based education 
and the technique it includes. 

“[The profession] has some who do not know their 
subject,” Greene said, “and that in itself  is a scary 
thought.”

It may be noticed that teachers can be experts in what 
they teach, but some are not capable to present it to their 
students.

“Some of  the biggest struggles have been how to get 
the students to learn… basically managing the classroom,” 
Brubaker said. “Part of  it is to convince the students that 
it is their benefit to learn… and a lot aren’t ready to do 
that.”

It becomes harder when the discipline to teach was 
never strongly implemented into one’s college experience 
in wanting to teach and REPA represents the change in 
this. 

“Teaching is an art and science,” Greene said. “The art 
is the how and the science is the knowledge.”

Teacher standards become specific
The Proposed Rules for Educator Preparation and Accountability have 
given misconceptions about the security of an educator’s job and the 
concerns about knowing what or how to teach.

Dara Marquez
Staff writer

On Wednesday Nov. 18, and Thursday Nov. 19, 
Concord will host five school administrators and 
teachers from different schools around the state of  
Indiana acting as the eyes and ears of  AdvancEd. They 
will visit classrooms and interview many of  the people 
in the building, including some 
students at lunch. Administrators 
remind students to be mindful of  
your interactions and actions in 
hallways and classrooms.

Concord currently holds full 
accreditation by North Central/
AdvancEd, however this is up for 
renewal. Beginning next week 
students will be seeing unfamiliar 

people throughout the building, these are the administrators and 
teachers working on the behalf  of  AdvancEd. 

Accreditation, something many students are unaware exists 
but is vital should they move and need to transfer credits to a new 
high school. It is the assurance process performed by a school that 
confirms that the school is meeting all AdvancEd standards for 
student performance and school improvement planning. 

“We started prepping teachers in the spring of  last year, holding teacher meetings 
and meeting with all of  our support staff. [Informing students] by utilizing Concord 
Live and the newspaper and have planned to make an announcement to students about 
what is happening,” Renee Cocanower (associate principal) said. 

The process to follow to achieve this certification is broken down into three easy 
steps. First, it must meet all AdvancEd standards, shown by documentation that 
Concord provides as proof  of  compliance. Also, a school must be involved in school 
improvement planning.   A copy of  the most recently revised strategic and ongoing 
school enhancement and achievement plan which was implemented as part of  a focus 

on the quality of  school advancement process. The last step is the evaluation of  student 
achievement. Once all steps are completed and reviewed the school has accomplished 
accreditation.

“There are seven standards: vision and purpose, governance and leadership, teaching 
and leaning, continuous improvement, documenting and using results, resources and 

support systems, and parent, patron, 
student, teacher communications,” 
Cocanower said.  “We are required 
to provide documentation of  
assessments on ourselves, then 
based on interviews, observations 
and reviews of  the documentation 
the visiting team will make a 
decision.”

What does this mean to 
students? Accredited schools 
have an edge over other schools 
because the accreditation signifies 
that the school is providing an 
education that meets all standard 
requirements. The AdvancEd 
accreditation process insures that a 

school is concentrating on providing the excellence in education that each particular 
subject needs. In other words, accreditation is a way for students to know merit of  an 
education provided by a particular school. 

“It is part of  the school profile that is sent to colleges along with applications, it 
verifies a constant improvement and acts as a self  reflection for the school,” Cocanower 
said.

Any public school can choose to be accredited by AdvancEd.  

CHS insures accreditation again

Angie Troyer
Copy editor

We started prepping teachers in the 
spring of last year, holding teacher 
meetings and meeting with all of our 
support staff. [Informing students] 
by utilizing Concord Live and the 
newspaper and have planned to 
make an announcement to students 
about what is happening.”

- Renee Cocanower 

Many teachers are beggining to be informed about REPA and the changes it 
will bring to their career as educators. Hurst only worries that Joey Wycoff  
(11) passes the class. Photo by Dara Marquez.
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H1N1 sweeps through Concord
The H1N1 flu has swept across the country causing panic and perplexity.
Elkhart is one of  the many areas to be hit, and Concord has had its fair share of  H1N1 

cases. Especially after it started showing up and becoming somewhat of  a problem through 
out all of  last month. Among Concord students to go through the H1N1 flu is Hannah 
Stewart (11).

“The first thing is you are put under quarantine for five days- no leaving your house at 
all,” Stewart said.

After that, it takes a week for the illness to go away, but it takes a another week for the 
victim of  the flu to fully recover their strength.

“[For me] it wasn’t as bad because my mom and sister are both in the medical field so 
it was like having my own personal doctors,” Stewart said.

Stewart is not the only student to be affected in the Concord school district. With the 
sudden outbreak it has cause the school attendance to be low.

“Mr. Cunningham and us [nurses] watch the attendance it will peak then go down,” 
Paula Gerber (school nurse) said.

Even with the attendence so low Concord is still average in the area for student 
attendence.

“Concord is not being hit any worse or doing any better then other area schools,” 
Georgia Gouin (nurse coordinator) said.

Along with the outbreak it has caused worry for the nurses- for some students do not 

stay home when sick. Some sick students come for they believe they cannot miss a day or 
they will not get their exemption coupon or they wait till it is really bad, and do not notice 
early symptoms.

“Please don’t come…we have many pregnant women and people with chronic health 
problems [in the building] that can’t get sick,” Gerber said, “ and we don’t want it to 
spread.”

To help students to stay healthy being sanitary has been promoted around all of   the 
Concord schools. 

“The nurses and staff  have been very diligent in their teaching of  preventive measures 
as in hygiene, hand washing, use of  hand sanitizer, and cough precautions,” Gouin said.

Other suggestions are to visit the Concord’s home website for more information, watch 
for those early signs, (which are very similar to seasonal flu, so be cautious), and also to 
get vaccinated.

On the other hand, nurses urge whoever did not receive the vaccine at school to get it at 
a local medical center. Even with the advice the nurses are seeing good signs.

“In the last week it’s gone down we aren’t seeing it much anymore,” Gerber said.
It has calmed down, for now, but it is not gone so nurse suggestions stay sanitized.

As many people rushed 
and lined up, scurrying to 
get their H1N1 vaccine, 
Hannah Stewart(11) 
refused to take part in it. 
Stewart, of  course, finds 
herself  in the minority, 
but according to her, as 
of  right now the H1N1 
vaccine is simply not safe 
enough.

“They [the makers] 
pushed [it] out before they 
realized the problems,” 

Stewart said.
This coming from the fact that the vaccine was 

somewhat rushed, and may cause skepticism on the 
effectiveness of  the vaccine. Those getting the vaccine 
should not be allergic to eggs, latex, and they do not have 
the Gullain Barré syndrome.

 Be cautious before and after receiving the 
vaccine, for it has side effects that do not help the doctors 
who urge people to receive the vaccination. This brings 
support to Stewart’s opinion on the vaccination.

 “Without it being fully tested it’s a bad idea [to 
receive the vaccine].” Stewart said.

 On top of  all the cons of  the vaccine there is a 
brighter side to the facts. The vaccine can actually save 
lives, maybe not for normal people, but for pregnant 
women, people with chronic health conditions, young 
adults between the ages nine and 24, and for those who 
have weak immune systems.

 The vaccine, which became avaliable to students 
who turned in their permission form, last Monday. 
Although some were strictly against it others support the 
idea of  having the vaccine avaliable to the CHS students.

 “I’ve always had a weak immune system so that 
was a big reason I got it,” Felicia Miller (10) said.

While the vaccine is FDA approved proving it to 
be safe to be distributed. The manufacturers may take 
a second look in improving it for the upcoming winter 
season.

Takes on the 
H1N1 vaccine

Ashlee Brinckman
Staff writer

Side effects of  H1N1 
vaccine:

 • Headache 
 • Fatigue for several    

 days after 
 • Fever 
 • Muscle aches 
 • Nausea 
 • Redness, soreness, swelling 

or tenderness near injection 
 • fainting (mainly withteens)

*Informatin from diseases-viruses.
suite101.com

Ashlee Brinckman
Staff writer

Jamahl Thomas 
Cartoonist

Symptoms:
- Body aches
- Chills
- Cough
- Fatigue
- Fever
- Headache
- Sore throat

*If  more severe symptoms 
occure in either adults or 
childen, visit a medical center 
right away.

**Information from 
swineflusymptoms.org
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“I came to IPFW for the beautiful campus    
and the friendly people.”

Melody Bledsoe–Homestead HS,‘09,
Fort Wayne, Ind. (front, left)

09-09-155 c

Apply Today
Picture yourself at IPFW

In his first year Steve Austin (head 
basketball coach) wasted no time in 
managing to turn around a helpless 
basketball program that finished dead 
last in their conference with an ominous 
record of  4-17 just the year before, and 
now has a more hopeful future ahead of  
them, as they finished off  a promising 
season last year with a record of  13-8 and 
placed third in the NLC. Concord even had 
Warsaw, a ranked opponent, on the ropes 
until finally losing a 
heart-breaker literally 
at the last shot. 

“I felt pretty good 
about the season [last 
season] as we got a lot 
of  wins and by the end 
of  the year we were 
playing really well 
together,” Austin said. 
“I told them [the team] 
to keep their heads up 
high as we have put 
Concord back on the 
map as being a good 
basketball team.  We 
grew as a team and 
as individuals and at 
the end of  the year we 
were playing our best 
basketball.  But for the 
players coming back, 
they have to continue 
the tradition and take 
us to the next level by being dedicated and 
playing hard.”

However because of  last season’s 
surprising results, expectations will be 
even higher this season. 

“We have 5 players back from last year 
and some pretty good new and young 
players coming in,” Austin said. “We lost 
a lot of  good seniors from last year and 
especially in the post area.  But we have 
taller players but not quite as experienced 
as the ones we lost.  But as we grow and 
gain experience, I feel we will be better 
than last year.”

If  there was one area where Concord 
exceeded expectations, it would definitely 
have to be on offense. In fact according to 
Austin it is one of  the most impressive he 
has ever coached.

“I loved the offense last year as did 
the players.  As a coach in 30 years of  
coaching, my teams have scored over 100 
points one time,” Austin said.  “Last year 
we did it twice and should have done it two 
other times.”  

With everything good there is a bad, 
and Austin is well aware that there are 
areas where the players need to focus in 

order to truly have a successful season.
“Our weaknesses will be our 

inexperience and possibly defense. Our 
strengths are we have good athletes, good 
size and pretty good shooters,” he said 
“The thing that hurt us the most was our 
lack of  understanding and playing good 
defense all the time.  That is the main 
area we look forward in getting better.”

This year’s team will be composed 
of  mostly new players, but according to 

Austin they have adapted well. 
“I think it is better this year as the 

players know me and our system and 
they feel more comfortable with what 
they are doing,” he said.

The team has circled key matchups 
in their schedules one being against this 
year’s favorite, and a rematch of  last 
year’s sectional, the Warsaw Tigers.

“Looking forward to playing Warsaw 
again as they are the favorite in our 
conference and sectional.  And of  course 
looking forward to playing Northridge 
again,” he said. 

Overall, Austin is confident in his 
team that they will build on the already 
impressive campaign enjoyed last year, 
and hopefully make this their best year 
in a long time.

“I think we can [have a successful 
season] but it all depends on how fast we 
mature and pull together as a team,” Austin 
said. “The sky is the limit if  we do.”

Minutemen plan 
for a promising 
year

Jose Alvarez
Sports editor

Check out our website at 
http://jlab140.wordpress.com/ and learn 
more about the stories each week.

Boy’s basketball:

The boy’s basketball team practices for the upcoming 
season. Photo by Dara Marquez




